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1.
ace stalkers
pardons instead of parting gifts
razor-sharp hockey sticks
in burnt-out sections of Los Angeles

2.
gut crunching white knuckle
real fantasy world
fire of an alluring red planet erupts
with rebellious mutants

3.
a small North Carolina town
special mission for the down-and-out
their own brand of machine
without the consent

4.
superb ensemble
boot-camp hell
pitbullied by a leatherlung DI
would-be devil dogs
as grunts or maggots

5.
private eye
murky moral climate
of sunbaked pre-war Southern California
a maelstrom of double dealings
night in Chinatown
6. frozen body of a young drifter in a tree surrounded by prominent art photographers personal demons in a New York City cave

7. plutonium powered oh la la incest and desire in a frozen time invented by the slightly mad

8. retired old man living under new identity sees a pillar etched distorted figures and faces combination of satire and gore writhing boy torn apart chains impaling his body

9. there isn't any magic! just bothers his eyes a little garlic and crosses have no effect subtleties made in the USA